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Chronic Neural Recording Using Silicon-Substrate
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Abstract—An important aspect of the development of cortical
prostheses is the enhancement of suitable implantable micro-
electrode arrays for chronic neural recording. The objective
of this study was to investigate the recording performance of
silicon-substrate micromachined probes in terms of reliability
and signal quality. These probes were found to consistently and
reliably provide high-quality spike recordings over extended
periods of time lasting up to 127 days. In a consecutive series of
ten rodents involving 14 implanted probes, 13/14 (93%) of the
devices remained functional throughout the assessment period.
More than 90% of the probe sites consistently recorded spike
activity with signal-to-noise ratios sufficient for amplitudes and
waveform-based discrimination. Histological analysis of the tissue
surrounding the probes generally indicated the development of
a stable interface sufficient for sustained electrical contact. The
results of this study demonstrate that these planar silicon probes
are suitable for long-term recording in the cerebral cortex and
provide an effective platform technology foundation for microscale
intracortical neural interfaces for use in humans.

Index Terms—Brain-computer interface (BCI), brain-machine
interface (BMI), microelectrode, neuroprosthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

CORTICAL recording interfaces show promise for con-
trolling brain-machine interface (BMI) systems. At one

extreme, locked-in patients with no voluntary muscle control
have been able to control a brain-computer interface (BCI)
system by volitional modulation of a small number of spike
trains recorded using an invasive neurotrophic microelectrode
permanently implanted in motor cortex [1]. At the other
extreme, intact subjects have been trained to control a simple
computer interface through noninvasively recorded EEG sig-
nals [2]. Additional studies in humans [3], nonhuman primates
[4]–[7], and rodents [8]–[10] have further investigated aspects
of cortical control. At this point, the effects of signal sources,
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plasticity, decoding algorithms, training protocols, and user
interfaces remain important open questions.

Implantable microelectrodes for chronic neural recording are
receiving renewed attention by a number of groups because of
the interest in using ensemble spike activity and multichannel
local field potentials as control signals in cortical neuropros-
theses. Numerous types of neural probes have been developed,
including bundles of microwires [11]–[13], microwires em-
bedded in neurotrophic assemblies [1], polymer substrate
probes [14], [15], and several types of silicon-substrate probes
[16]–[20].

This paper reports on the use of a particular type of silicon mi-
cromachined probe, the so-called “Michigan” probe, for chronic
neural recording in the cerebral cortex. The various compo-
nents of this probe system have been developed over the past
decade [16], [21] (see recent reviews in [20] and [22]). It has
several favorable attributes including batch fabrication, high re-
producibility of geometrical and electrical characteristics, easy
customization of recording site placement and substrate shape,
small size, and the ability to integrate it with a silicon ribbon
cable as well as to incorporate on-chip electronics for signal
conditioning [23]. The extensibility of the platform technology
enables custom designs for diverse applications. For example,
planar probes have been assembled into multiplane arrays for
precise three-dimensional placement of recording sites in the
brain [24], and the probes have been combined with a polymer
ribbon cable to form a hybrid assembly to provide additional
mechanical flexibility [25]. Probe designs include microchan-
nels along the shanks for microscale and controlled fluid de-
livery through the blood-brain barrier [26]. These silicon probes
are currently used by many investigators and are now well vali-
dated for recording both spike activity and field potentials in di-
verse brain structures over acute and semichronic time durations
up to several weeks [27]–[29]. Csicsvari et al. recently demon-
strated high-density unit and field activity recordings (96 sites)
in the hippocampus with on-chip active circuitry [23].

The objective of this study was to investigate the use of
Michigan silicon probes for chronic neural recording in cerebral
cortex. This work extends the results of a previous study [29]
by more closely examining the performance of the probes over
a four-month postoperative assessment period. The probes were
found to be reliable for recording multichannel spike activity
and local field potentials over this time period. The results of
this study demonstrate the feasibility of developing this probe
technology into an implantable microscale chronic intracortical
neural interface for medical applications, including cortical
prostheses.

0018-9294/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Michigan 16-channel probe. (A) General schematic of the four-shank,
16-channel probe used in this experiment. Some probes contained a 20 by
60-�m “well” between the first recording site and the tip. (B) Four shank,
16-channel probe with 20-�m diameter recording sites. (C) Implanted probe
in auditory cortex. Thin layer of ALGEL® covers the implanted probe and the
surface of the brain. (D) Complete probe assembly. Implantable shanks of the
probe are integrated with a 1-cm long 5-�m-thick ribbon cable, which is then
integrated with a silicon substrate containing the bond pads (approximately
1.5 mm by 0.8 mm). This is bonded to the Omnetics® connector, which
interfaces to the instrumentation system. Silicone rubber is applied to the
probe/cable junction to provide a grasping region.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Silicon Probe Fabrication

The Michigan silicon probe process begins with selective
diffusion of boron into a silicon wafer to define the shape
and thickness of the device [21]. Lower dielectric layers of
silicon dioxide and silicon nitride are next deposited using
chemical vapor deposition. These layers provide insulation
from the conductive boron-doped substrate. The conductive
interconnect material (polysilicon for most applications) is
deposited, patterned, and then insulated with upper dielectrics
as just described. In order to establish recording sites, selective
access through the upper dielectrics to the polysilicon layer is
achieved using a combination of wet and dry etching. Metal is
next deposited and patterned to form the electrode sites (typi-
cally iridium) and bond pads (gold) using a lift-off technique.
Dielectrics in the field area are removed using a dry etch. After
the wafer is thinned, it is placed in ethylenediamine-pyrocate-
chol, which selectively etches away the undoped silicon. This
process uses eight photolithographic masks and enables the
design of a wide variety of planar probes, with specific site
configuration and physical layout customized to the targeted
neural structure.

The probes used in this study consisted of four penetrating
shanks, each with four uniformly spaced recordings sites of the

Fig. 2. Surgical implantation illustrations. (A) Dura is reflected from the
center of the craniotomy outward and carefully placed over the bone. (B) Each
probe is hand inserted with a pair of Teflon coated microforceps. (C) Implanted
Michigan probe assembly.

same size [Fig. 1(A) and (B)]. The probes were provided by
the Center for Neural Communication Technology, University
of Michigan, a National Institute of Health National Resource
Center.1 The two probe designs used in this study were des-
ignated “flag 1” and “4 4 3 mm100chron.” Both probes are
15 m thick. The “flag 1” probe has 60- m wide shanks that
are 1935 m long with 150- m separation between shanks. The
intersite spacing along a shank is 100 m and site areas are
312 m . The “4 4 3 mm100chron” probe has 55- m wide
shanks that are 3000 m long with 125- m shank separation.
The intersite spacing along a shank is 100 m and site areas
are 177 m . Several of the probes in this study included a 20
by 60 m oval hole through the silicon substrate near the tip
of the shank. Fig. 1(C) shows the external aspects of a probe
that was implanted in the cerebral cortex of a rat. The complete
probe assembly included a flexible 1-cm long, 5- m thick inte-
grated silicon ribbon cable [21] that was terminated on a flexible
printed circuit board mounted to a commercially available mi-
croconnector2 [Fig. 1(D)].

B. Surgical Implant Procedure

Probes were implanted in Sprague Dawley rats in either an
auditory or motor area of the cerebral cortex. The animals were
administered general anesthesia (mixture of 50 mg/ml ketamine,
5 mg/ml xylazine, and 1 mg/ml acepromazine), using intraperi-
toneal injection with an initial dosage of 0.1 ml/100 g body
weight and maintained in an areflexive state throughout the sur-
gical procedure using regular anesthesia supplements at 20%
of the initial dosage. Each animal was attached to a standard
stereotaxic frame and three stainless steel bone screws were in-
serted into the skull. A craniotomy (approximately 3 by 2 mm)
was made over the target cortical area and the connector as-
sembly was attached to the skull and bone screws [Fig. 2(C)]

1www.engin.umich.edu/facility/cnct/.
2Nano connector, Omnetics Inc., Minneapolis, MN.
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using dental acrylic.3 A cruciate incision was made in the dura to
visualize the cortical surface and the resulting dural flaps were
folded back over the edges of the bone [Fig. 2(A)]. The cortical
surface was irrigated using 0.9% sterile saline. A stainless steel
ground wire attached to the connector was connected to a bone
screw to provide a ground point and temporary mechanical sup-
port until the connector was permanently cemented to the bone
using dental acrylic.

The region at which the 15- m-thick silicon probe thins to
the 5- m-thick silicon cable was coated with a small bead of
silicone elastomer to facilitate handling with Teflon-coated for-
ceps. The probes were manually advanced through the pia into
the cortex [Fig. 2(B)] until the recording sites spanned a region
approximately 0.5 to 1.5 mm below the cortical surface. The in-
cised dura was folded away from the probe. The bond pad and
several millimeters of the cable were encased in a polymer dural
sealant, ALGEL4 [30]. Small pieces of Gel Foam5 saturated in
saline were then used to cover the remainder of the cable. A head
cap was fabricated using dental acrylic to further seal the cran-
iotomy and connector assembly. All procedures complied with
the United States Department of Agriculture guidelines for the
care and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the
University of Michigan Committee on Use of Animals.

C. Data Collection/Analysis

Neural recordings were obtained using a commercial 12-bit
multichannel recording system.6 Recordings were made daily
in each subject for the first four weeks and then at least once
weekly thereafter. The extracellular signals were sampled
at 40 kHz and bandpass filtered from 450–5000 Hz. The
recording system provided differential amplification, sampling,
and channel-specific processing of the signals in order to store
the waveforms and time-of-occurrences of the single-unit
and multiunit activity from each channel. Action potentials
were discriminated using an interactive procedure based on
amplitude thresholds and waveform templates. Single channels
were selectively monitored on an oscilloscope and audio
monitor. The animals were awake or lightly sedated during
regular postoperative recording sessions lasting up to 2 h. The
animals were typically placed in a shielded recording booth,
but this was not necessary for achieving low-noise recordings.
The recorded data sets included sorted spike waveforms and
continuous segments of neural recordings up to 30 s in duration.

The neural recordings were analyzed offline using custom
software. Objective measures of signal quality were computed
from 20–30-s segments of continuous recordings using algo-
rithms to estimate ratio of the background noise level to the
signal amplitude [signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)]. In this case, the
background noise was considered as the sum of sensor noise,
instrumentation noise, and small amplitude signals from diffuse
neural sources. The discrimination of spikes (signal) from back-
ground noise was computed by establishing amplitude thresh-
olds based on the probability distribution of all of the sample

3Co-Oral-Ite Dental Mfg. Co.
4Registered trademark, Neural Intervention Technologies, Ann Arbor, MI.
5Registered trademark, Pharmacia Co.
6Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX.

values in the continuous record. An amplitude threshold window
was arbitrarily set at three standard deviations above and below
the mean of the sample distribution. Peaks in the recorded poten-
tial that exceeded this discrimination window (positive or neg-
ative) were defined as “signal” peaks and those that did not ex-
ceed the threshold were defined as “noise” peaks. The statistics
of the peak-to-peak signal features and noise features were then
separately computed. The standard error was used to express
sample variability

where is the total number of data values, is the data value
of series and the th point, and is the number of series for
point .

The SNR algorithm provided a reasonable method to assess
the quality of spike recordings in terms of spike amplitude rel-
ative to the underlying noise and was similar to published work
in this area [11], [17]. The calculated SNR provided an objec-
tive measure of signal quality that was consistent with subjective
assessments made by experienced researchers. The SNR as de-
fined can potentially be biased by high rates of spiking from sev-
eral moderate amplitude units, which would widen the ampli-
tude distribution and, thus, increase the discrimination window.
However, in practice, this was not found to be an issue.

D. Impedance Measurements

The impedance of each recording site was measured using
an HP4284 LCR meter (Hewlett Packard) in constant voltage
mode, with the probe referenced to the animal ground. A con-
stant voltage of 5-mV amplitude resulted in a current of less than
50 nA at 1 kHz. Impedance measurements were collected each
day for the first four weeks and thereafter once a week.

E. Histology

Five subjects with functioning probes were harvested for
histological analysis. Procedural complications precluded the
analysis of two of the subjects. Each animal was perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde following a standard protocol [31].
Immediately following perfusion, the skull was placed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for an additional 48 h and then placed in
phosphate buffered saline, both at 4 C, until final analysis of
the tissue could be performed. The acrylic head cap was dis-
solved away using vapors from a 1, 2-Dichloroethane solution7

to isolate the probe assembly from the head cap. The skull
was then carefully removed from around the brain allowing
the probe assemblies to remain implanted for subsequent
histological evaluation.

Two types of histological evaluations were performed. The
first method created coronal cross sections of the tissue after
the probes were explanted. The implanted hemisphere was
sectioned using a vibratome into 20- m coronal sections and
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The 50- m coronal
sections were stained with a primary against glial fibrillary
acidic protein (Advanced ImmunoChemical, Inc.)

7Fisher Scientific, Inc.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF IMPLANTED PROBES AND CORRESPONDING ANIMALS

Fig. 3. Average percent of active electrodes on all implanted arrays. Time bars
at the bottom of the figure represent each animal’s contribution to mean results.

and a secondary antibody labeled with Alexa 578 (Molecular
Probes, Inc.). Implanted and nonimplanted cortical sections
from each animal were visually analyzed with a MZFLIII
microscope8 or a FITC/Rhodamine filtered fluorescent inverted
microscope.9

The second method allowed the probe to remain in the brain
in order to image the implanted probe surface and surrounding
tissue [32]. This technique required 150- m sections and
confocal imaging. The region of interest was blocked and
sectioned parallel to the probe shank with a vibratome. The
section was then stained with a primary antibody against glial
fibrillary acidic protein , a secondary antibody
labeled with Alexa 578, and mounted in 95% buffered glycerol.
The was imaged using a 603-nm filter set and the
probe was imaged using backscattered laser light through a
confocal microscope.10

8Leica, Inc.
9Leica, Inc.
10Leica, Inc.

III. RESULTS

This study included results from 14 silicon probes implanted
into a consecutive series of ten rats (Table I). Seven of the probes
were implanted in the auditory cortex and seven were implanted
in the motor cortex. Neural recordings and probe impedance
measurements were obtained from each subject daily for the
first four postoperative weeks and at least once (typically five
times) weekly thereafter. The longest implant in this series was
127 days. With one exception, each case was terminated due to
factors other than probe failure (e.g., no discriminable spikes
on any probe), including an adverse reaction to anesthesia (one
case) and failure of the acrylic head cap (four cases). Five sub-
jects were terminated with functioning probes in order to obtain
endpoint histology.

A. Spike Recording Yield of Silicon

The silicon probes were effective for recording discriminable
single and multiunit spike activity. The spike amplitudes ranged
from 50–800 V peak-to-peak with background noise typically
below 20 V peak-to-peak. A brief recording segment across all
of the sites in one subject illustrates the typical range and extent
of signals (Fig. 4). In this case, multiunit and single-unit spike
activity was recorded on all 16 of the sites.

Over all subjects and the entire assessment period, the number
of active sites, or recording yield, was between 88% and 94%
(average of 92%) (Fig. 3). The yield was also consistent from
day to day, as indicated by just a 3.5% standard error (variation).
These results were consistent with those reported in an earlier
study that looked at probe performance in less detail, but over
longer periods of time [29].

B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The SNR and noise level were calculated to further quantify
the recording performance of the probes. Fig. 5(A) and (C)
shows 3-s segments selected from 10-s to 30-s continuous
recordings from two different recording sites. Fig. 5(B) and (D)
shows several spike waveforms that were discriminated from
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Fig. 4. A 2-s snapshot of data collected simultaneously on 16 channels implanted in motor cortex on day 113 from animal BMI-4.

Fig. 5. Two simultaneous recordings from two different channels implanted in
animal BMI-6. (A) and (C) Show 3-s snapshots of “all inclusive” data consisting
of all the signals of interest and the intrinsic noise where discrimination of
single units has not yet been performed. (B) and (D) represents a 1-ms snapshot
of the sorted waveforms from the corresponding sets of data, (A) and (C). In
(B), five waveform traces are shown representing one single neuron that was
discriminated from the noise in (A). In (D), two sets of five waveform traces
are shown representing two different neurons that were discriminated from the
noise in (C). These figures represent the spectrum of SNRs found in this series
of animals. (A) SNRs at the lower end of the spectrum and (B) SNRs at the
upper end of the spectrum. SNRs shown were calculated from a 10-s duration
of data.

these data records. The recording in Fig. 5(A) had discriminable
multiunit spike clusters, but was among the worst in signal
quality with a SNR of 4.5 and an average noise level of 9.7 V.
The recording in Fig. 5(C) had well-isolated single units and
was among the best in signal quality with SNR of 16.6 and a
noise level of 17.7 V.

Fig. 6 shows the trend in signal quality, as indicated by the
SNR, as a function of postimplant days. The data set includes
224 separate recording sites and 19 assessment times. The mean
SNR (solid trace) varied between the relatively high levels of 6
and 8.6, which reflects a signal quality in which spike activity
is discriminable using standard amplitude thresholds and wave-
form templates.

“Within probe” SNR variability (dotted lines) was signif-
icantly less than “across probe” SNR variability (error bars)
during the assessment period (two-sample t-Test, ).
The former metric was defined as the mean standard error
calculated from the set of 16 signals recorded on each probe
and then averaged over all probes at each of the weekly time
points. The latter metric was defined in terms of the mean
standard error calculated over all recording sites and all probes.

By definition, the calculated SNR varies directly with spike
amplitudes and varies inversely on noise level. The measured
average noise amplitude in the immediate postoperative time
period was approximately 6 V and increased steadily to ap-
proximately 11–13 V by postoperative week 5 (Fig. 7). The
overall average noise amplitude for the probes was 11 0.79 V
(within probes) and 1.18 V (across probes). The average
signal amplitudes were found to remain between 50 and 100 V
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Fig. 6. Mean SNR across all implanted probes over time. Time bars indicate
the contribution from each animal. Dotted lines represent the average standard
error within each array and the error bars represent the standard error between
each array.

Fig. 7. Mean baseline noise level and signal amplitude across all implanted
probes over time. Time bars indicate the contribution from each animal. Dotted
lines represent the average standard error within each array and the error bars
represent the standard error between each array.

during the assessment period, without any underlying trend.
Thus, the overall slight decrease in SNR as a function of postop-
erative time (Fig. 6) reflects an increase in average noise level
with relatively steady signal levels. There were no significant
differences in SNR as a function of the two recording site sizes
used (two-sample t-Test, ).

C. Probe Impedance

Probe impedance measurements provided insight into the
recorded noise levels. Fig. 8 plots average probe impedance
versus postoperative week grouped by the two recording site
sizes used in this study. For both sizes of recording sites (177
and 312 m ), the 1-kHz impedance increased during the
first two to three weeks before flattening, with the smaller
sites having a higher value. The average impedance for the
larger sites gradually decreased during the latter part of the
observation period.

Fig. 8. Mean impedance values across all implanted probes over time. Data are
grouped by the size of the recording sites. Time bars indicate the contribution
from each animal. Dotted lines represent the average standard error within each
array and the error bars represent the standard error between each array.

Fig. 9. Histology images from selected implanted arrays. (A) 20-�m H&E
stained section from a four-shank device implanted in animal BMI-4 for 127
days. (B) 50-�m immuno-stained section (GFAP and Laminen) showing a
close-up of two shanks from a four-shank device implanted in animal MI-7 for
36 days. (C) 150-�m section taken parallel to a probe such that a single shank
remains intact within the section. This probe was implanted in MI-10 for 38
days. Scale bars represent 100 �m.

D. Histology

Histological analysis from three of the implanted subjects in-
dicated modest tissue reactions to the implanted probes. Proce-
dural difficulties precluded tissue analysis of the fourthand fifth
subjects. Fig. 9(A) and (B) shows coronal cross sections of ex-
planted probe tracks in two different subjects at postoperative
times of 127 days and 36 days, respectively. The probe sites used
to obtain recordings were on the side of shank facing the bottom
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of the image. The two coronal sections were approximately 1
mm below the cortical surface. Fig. 9(A) suggests that the cor-
tical region around this shank contained normal-appearing neu-
rons. Although there appeared to be minimal fibrous encapsu-
lating tissue around the track, there was a tight glial sheath in
this area. The two right-most tracks in this section appeared to
be rotated approximately 45 relative to the plane of the probe,
although the underlying cause could not be determined.

Fig. 9(C) is a confocal image of an intact probe at a postoper-
ative time of 38 days. Staining for allowed the imaging
of reactive astrocytes. In Fig. 9(B), and laminen were
localized around the probe track and relatively sparsely dis-
tributed. This image further documents minimal encapsulation
of the probe shanks. In Fig. 9(C), the probe shank can easily be
resolved due to its reflective silicon surface. The cellular ele-
ments surrounding the probe represent astrocytes as identified
by their immunofluorescence.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study establishes the basic functionality of Michigan
silicon probes for chronic long-term neural recording in cere-
bral cortex. The probes were found to provide reliable high-
quality multichannel spike recordings during approximately
four-month assessment periods. In summary, 207 of the 224
(92.4%) individual electrode sites recorded spike activity (Table
II). The average spike amplitude was 77 V and the average
noise level was 11 V, which reflects an average SNR or 7.1. The
average site impedance of the 312 and 177 m sites was 0.715
and 1.647 M , respectively. The average SNR did not signifi-
cantly differ for these two sites. The average SNR was largely
consistent during the assessment period with an increasing trend
in background noise balanced by a corresponding increasing
trend in signal level. The increasing background noise over
time is at least partially attributed to an increase in the average
probe impedance. The performance of the silicon probes is
difficult to directly compare with other types of implantable
microelectrodes (e.g., [12], [33], and [34]) because of notable
differences in animal models, surgical techniques, spike sorting
techniques, and measurements of signal quality.

However, the results of this study can be directly compared
to a previous study by our group that used implanted microwire
arrays in rats [11]. In that study, 84% of the microwire implants
that lasted more than nine weeks recorded spike activity. How-
ever, half (4/8) of the devices implanted did not last nine weeks,
and in those cases the microwire recordings tended to fail within
approximately 3–4 weeks. In this study, 92% of the silicon probe
sites recorded spike activity with few sites dropping out during
the assessment period. Spike activity on the microwire arrays
was typically observed on one to five sites within 24 h post-im-
plant, with additional sites becoming active over time. On av-
erage, it took 33 days before spike activity plateaued across the
arrays, with spike amplitudes ranging from 50–250 V. With
the silicon probes, spike activity was typically present on all 16
channels immediately upon implantation or within the first 2 h
postimplant, and spike amplitudes were significantly higher at
50–800 V. In this direct comparison of our microwires to our
silicon probes, the silicon probes were found to out perform mi-
crowires in all metrics.

TABLE II
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PROBE CHARACTERISTICS

One possible explanation for the differences of the two
electrode types is related to the properties of the microenvi-
ronment around the devices and the amount of tissue disrupted
by each implanted device. With a thin planar probe (15 m
thick by 60 m wide or 9.0 10 mm ) inserted 2 mm into
the cortex, each shank displaces 0.0018 mm of cortical tissue
(or 0.0072 mm with four shanks, 16 sites). With the 50- m
diameter microwires used in our previous study, (cross sectional
area of 19.63 10 mm ) inserted 2 mm into the cortex, each
wire displaces 0.0039 mm of cortical tissue (or 0.0624 mm
with 16 wires, 16 sites). Making a first-order assumption of
cell densities in human cortex [35], this tissue displacement
would involve approximately 50 neurons and 40 000 synapses
for this type of silicon probe and approximately 1600 neurons
and 1 280 000 synapses for this type of microwire array.
This analysis may even underestimate the situation because
it neglects additional modalities of tissue disruption such as
microhemorrhages resulting from punctures of the relatively
dense microvasculature [31] and shear forces imposed on the
nearby tissue during probe insertion. In general, the size of the
implanted device is a large contributor to the ability of the probe
to successfully function and should be minimized as much as
possible, while still maintaining electrical viability [31].

While detailed histological analysis of the region around the
probes is beyond the scope of this study, the limited histolog-
ical results that were available indicate reasonably modest tissue
reactions to the implanted probe shanks during the assessment
period. The combined histological and electrophysiological re-
sults indicate that the tissue responses were not severe enough
to isolate the recording sites from active and presumably normal
nearby neurons. These data suggest that the local environment
surrounding the probe and the recording site surfaces may reach
a functional steady state at extended time periods. The slight ro-
tation of two of the shanks from the nominal plane of the device
is not often observed. Detailed analysis of the tissue responses to
these probes and comparison to other types of electrodes (e.g.,
[31]) remains an open issue. The results of our study found that
these silicon probes resulted in substantially less adverse tissue
response than did the microwire probes previously implanted in
our lab [unpublished results].

A more intensive histological evaluation of implanted probes
was reported by the Shain group [31], in which an assessment
of the immune response to two different types of silicon probes
was reported. A 25–50- m layer of vimentin-positive cells was
found to surround the implanted devices. Vimentin expression is
increased in reactive astrocytes and is not typically present in ma-
ture astrocytes. Analyses at postimplant time durations of 1 day
and 1, 2, 4, and 6 weeks were performed. This paper reported that
probes with the smallest cross-sectional area and the smoothest
corners resulted in the smallest degree of adverse tissue response.
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The average standard error (variability) in SNR between
probes was significantly higher than the average standard error
within probes. This is an interesting observation because it
suggests that changes in the tissue surrounding the probe tend
to affect the entire probe more than individual electrodes on
a probe. There were similar differences in variability for both
the noise and impedance measurements. These results may
be at least partially attributable to differences between the
probes and variability in surgical techniques and require further
investigation.

The average noise and the average site impedance were each
in their maximum ranges during the 2- to 6-week postopera-
tive period. It is reasonable to speculate that the immune re-
sponse occurring in the microenvironment around the probes
contributes directly to measured impedance [32], [36] and thus,
indirectly to noise level. In addition, the larger sites exhibit more
impedance variability than the smaller sites and the initial in-
crease of impedance is greater in the larger sites than in the
smaller sites. However, the site impedances did not continually
increase over time. If a probe shank was being progressively en-
capsulated, a gradual increase in the impedance trends would be
expected. The impedance data are consistent with the idea that
the short-term and most pronounced immune response plateaus
after about three weeks [31] and then reaches some form of
steady state.

The surgical techniques developed in the course of this study
are sufficient for use in rats, but are not optimal in the general
sense. Refining the techniques is a critical process that involves
a number of considerations [37], including surgical tools and
techniques, packaging, interconnects, and probe insertion pro-
cedures [38]–[44]. This is especially relevant in the course of
developing the silicon probe, as it can be used safely by neuro-
surgeons for implantation into human patients.

It is problematic to directly extrapolate these results in rats to
larger species such as cats, rhesus monkeys, and even humans.
While these findings powerfully demonstrate that the silicon
probes are effective at establishing long-term interfaces with
active and viable neurons, physical and biological differences
among species may require additional refinements in the probes
and their use. For example, larger brains may undergo increased
relative motion between intracortical regions and the overlying
skull in response to normal movement and physiological pro-
cesses. This necessitates refinement in probe interconnect de-
sign and packaging, although it does not necessarily affect the
recording sites themselves. Differences among species in im-
mune responses and wound healing are more subtle and may
necessitate additional probe refinements. In any case, the find-
ings of this study provide a solid performance benchmark from
which further probe developments can precede.
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